The KRIHS strives to promote sustainable development by its contribution to national territorial policies.
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Founded in 1978, Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements (KRIHS) has been conducting high-quality policy-oriented research on national territorial planning, regional planning, urban planning, real estate, transportation and infrastructure, and the urban environment.

The main initial focus was on promoting economic development, enhancing competitiveness of business firms and regions. KRIHS’ research also dealt with production, consumption, recreational activities, and social interaction, the quality of life and the welfare of people.

As Korea’s development has matured, the social value of happiness has become the essential agenda beyond economy. In this context, KRIHS has been reorienting research toward creative economy and the quality of life.

KRIHS is staffed with experts in various subjects of human settlements and accumulated valuable data and information, evaluating it to conduct high-quality cross-cutting research. In addition, we share our research outcomes with the public and cooperate with partners in diverse areas and different countries.

We look forward to working with diverse partners in Korea and the international community.
Thank you.

Kim Dongju
President, Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements

Education
- Ph.D. in Regional Science, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Major Experience
- President, Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements
- Member, Presidential Committee on Regional Development
- Member, Multifunctional Administrative City Construction Commission of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
- Member, Central Urban Planning Commission of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
- Executive Director, Korea Planning Association
- President, EAROPH Korea
- President, Korean Regional Science Association
The Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements (KRIHS) was established in 1978 in order to contribute to the balanced development of national territory and the improvement of the quality of life of people by conducting comprehensive policy-oriented research in the efficient use, development, and conservation of territorial resources.

Since its inception, KRIHS has been committed to fulfilling its mission of the creation of a beautiful territory and pleasant living environment. In order to achieve this mission, KRIHS has carried out various studies on sustainable territorial development, balancing development and conservation, and the provision of housing and infrastructure.
### 1970’s
- 1978.4.17. The KRIHS Establishment Plan approved by the President of the Republic of Korea
- 1978.9.13. Inauguration of the 1st president, Roh Yoonghee
- 1978.10.4. Establishment of KRIHS by the President of Korea
- 1978.12.5. Enactment of the KRIHS Promotion Act (No. 3140)

### 1980’s
- 1981.6.1. The Regional Development Institute (attached to the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology) merged into KRIHS
- 1981.12.5. Inauguration of the 2nd president, Kim Uiwon
- 1982.12.7. *The Korea Spatial Planning Review* was launched
- 1983.7.1. KRIHS monthly magazine, *Planning and Policy* was launched
- 1984.12.5. Inauguration of the 3rd president, Hwang Myungchan

### 1990’s
- 1992.5.9. Awarded the President’s commendation for the 3rd National Territorial Development Plan
- 1993.3.30. Inauguration of the 5th president, Lee Sangyong
- 1993.9.7. Inauguration of the 6th president, Lee Kunyoung
- 1994.4.27. Relocated to the newly constructed KRIHS Pyeongchon building in Anyang-si
- 1997.3.26. Inauguration of the 7th president, Ryu Sangyoul
- 1997.7.29. Inauguration of the 8th president, Hong Chul
- 1999.1.29. Placed under the supervision of the Korea Council of Economic and Social Research Institutes of the Office of the Prime Minister in accordance with the “Act on the Establishment, Management, and Promotion of Government-Sponsored Research Institutes”
- 1999.12.6. Inauguration of the 9th president, Lee Jungsik

### 2000’s
- 2002.12.6. Inauguration of the 10th president, Lee Kyubang
- 2005.5.26. Awarded the “Best Institute” of 2004 by the National Research Council for Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences for two consecutive years
- 2005.12.6. Inauguration of the 11th president, Choe Byeongsun
- 2006.5.2. Ranked 3rd in the 2005 Evaluation of Public Institutions by the National Research Council for Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences
- 2006.7.10. First place in the Evaluation of Public Institutions for Innovation by the Planning and Budget Ministry among the 23 research institutes under the National Research Council for Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences
- 2006.12.6. First place in the Customer Satisfaction Survey by the Prime Minister's Office for two consecutive years
- 2007.6.15. KRIHS-affiliated Architecture and Urban Research Institute (AURI) inaugurated
- 2008.4.7. Selected as the “Excellent Institute” in the 2007 Evaluation of Public Institutions by the National Research Council for Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences
- 2008.4.7. First place in the Customer Satisfaction Survey by the Prime Minister’s Office
- 2008.6.18. Inauguration of 12th president, Park Yangho
- 2009.5.10. KRIHS 30th Anniversary celebrated and new KRIHS C.I announced
- 2009.5.8. Awarded the “Best Research Institute” by the National Research Council for Economic, Humanities, and Social Sciences

### 2010’s
- 2010.2.10. Received the 2009 Prime Minister’s commendation
- 2010.12.30. Established the Global Development Partnership Center (GDPC)
- 2010.12.30. Launched EAROPH Korea secretariat
- 2011.6.18. Inauguration of 13th president, Park Yangho
- 2011.12.14. First place in the 2011 Integrity Rating of the Public Sector Organizations
- 2013.8.19. Inauguration of 14th president, Kim Kyung-Hwan
- 2015.6.30. Inauguration of 15th president, Kim Dongju
- 2017.1.16. Relocated to the newly constructed KRIHS building in Sejong-si
Research on National Territorial Policy

KRIHS is a leading research institute of national territory policy committed to enhancing the well-being of the people. With the efforts of our excellent professionals, we have played a crucial role in formulating innovative territorial policies by producing research outputs in various subject areas that are reliable, practical, and widely used, and communicated effectively to the government.
The National Territorial & Regional Research Division conducts research related to short- and long-term territorial and regional development policy and planning, including national & regional policy studies, National Territorial Plan Assessment, regional economic analysis, industrial location research, environment and water resources studies, the Korean Peninsula & Northeast Asia research.

Main research agenda includes: national & regional planning and policy, capital region planning & policy, national territorial plan assessment, national planning system, territorial monitoring and projection; regional economic analysis, spatial econometric analysis, economic analysis of development projects; industrial location analysis, policy and planning, demand analysis for industrial sites; regional planning of unified Korean Peninsula and North Korea, development strategy for Northeast Asia, and border area development planning.

**Territorial & Regional Policy Research Center**

national and regional planning | national and regional policy | capital region planning and policy | other studies with regard to national Territorial and regional policy

Cha Misook Senior Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Territorial & Regional Policy Research Center, Director of the National Territorial & Regional Research Division, Lee Wonsup Senior Research Fellow, Kwon Youngsub Senior Research Fellow, Moon Jeongho Senior Research Fellow, Park Taesun Research Fellow, Kim Jinbeom Research Fellow, Park Kyungmoon Associate Research Fellow, Jung Woosung Associate Research Fellow, Song Junghyun Associate Research Fellow

**National Territorial Plan Assessment Center**

national territorial plan assessment | national planning system | territorial monitoring and projection | other studies with regard to national territorial planning and assessment

Lee Soonja Research Fellow, Managing Director of the National Territorial Plan Assessment Center, Kim Sunhee Senior Research Fellow, Yang Jinhong Research Fellow, Min Seonghee Associate Research Fellow, Cha Eunhye Assistant Research Fellow

**Regional Research & Analysis Center**

regional economic analysis | spatial econometric analysis | economic analysis of development projects | other studies with regard to regional economy

Byun Pilsung Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Regional Research & Analysis Center, Ahn Hongki Research Fellow, Kim Donghan Research Fellow, Lee Meeyoung Associate Research Fellow, Ha Soojung Associate Research Fellow, Nam Kichan Associate Research Fellow, Yoon Youngmo Associate Research Fellow, Hong Saheum Associate Research Fellow, Kim David Assistant Research Fellow

**Industrial Location Research Center**

industrial location analysis | policy and planning | demand analysis for industrial sites | other studies with regard to industrial location

Ryu Seunghan Senior Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Industrial Location Research Center, Chang Cheolsoo Senior Research Fellow, Kang Hoje Research Fellow, Chang Eungyo Associate Research Fellow, Cho Sungchul Associate Research Fellow

**Korean Peninsula & Northeast Asia Research Center**

regional planning of unified Korean Peninsula and North Korea | development strategy for Northeast Asia | and border area development planning | other studies with regard to the Korean Peninsula and Northeast Asia

Lee Hyunju Associate Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Korean Peninsula & Northeast Asia Research Center, Kim Cheonkyu Research Fellow, Kang Minho Associate Research Fellow, You Hyunah Assistant Research Fellow
• Conception, Normative Directives and Policy Tasks towards Inclusive National Territory
• Measuring Regional Economic Resilience and Policy Implications
• Policy Directions of Central Places for Efficiently Using Public Financial Resources and Securing People’s Welfare
• Research on Regional Resilience Improvement Coping with Flooding Disaster by Climate Change Effect (I)
• A Study of the Estimation of Spatial Distribution of Population in North Korea Using Remote Sensing and Its Application
• A Study on the Evaluation System for Improving the Effectiveness of the National Territorial Plans of Korea
• A Study on Industrial Location Policy through Inventory Analysis of Urban Industrial Space
• A Study on Industrial Location Strategy toward the Future Socio-Economic Changes
• A Study on Korea-China Infrastructure Cooperation Measures for Realization of the Eurasia Initiative
The Urban Research Division conducts policy research to enhance urban vitality and improve urban infrastructure and living environment for sustainable urban development to help establish safe and comfortable living environment and high quality of life. The Division leads the research in these areas through collaboration with policy and research institutions at home and abroad.

Major research areas include urban planning and design for both rich and convenient urban settlement and infrastructure, healthy cities, urban culture and tourism; urban regeneration and development for enhance dynamism and competitiveness of the cities and the nation as a whole; urban disaster prevention to mitigate the impacts of climate change and natural disasters; environment and water resource planning; studies toward smart and green cities which incorporate ICT and are environment friendly; and other urban policy issues directly related to citizens quality of life.

Urban Policy Research Center
urban policy | urban planning, design and development | urban regional planning and policy | urban culture and tourism | other studies with regard to urban policy
Kim Myoungsoo Senior Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Urban Policy Research Center, Director of the Urban Research Division, Lee Yongwoo Senior Research Fellow, Kim Sangio Research Fellow, Cho Panki Research Fellow, Park Sehoon Research Fellow, Kim Eunnan Research Fellow, Kim Jikku Associate Research Fellow, Lee Hyeonguk Associate Research Fellow, Kim Dongkun Associate Research Fellow, Park Soyoung Assistant Research Fellow, Song Jieun Assistant Research Fellow

Urban Regeneration Research Center
urban regeneration policy | urban regeneration systems and techniques | urban regeneration performance assessment and monitoring | other studies with regard to urban regeneration
Seo Minho Associate Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Urban Regeneration Research Center, Lee Wanggeun Senior Research Fellow, Lim Sangyoung Associate Research Fellow, Park Jeongun Associate Research Fellow, Lee Jinhyun Associate Research Fellow, Park Soyoung Associate Research Fellow, Bae Jiyung Assistant Research Fellow, Kwon Kyusang Associate Research Fellow

Urban Disaster Prevention & Water Resource Research Center
national urban disaster prevention policy | urban climate change disaster predictions and response | urban planning and policy to build safe city | water resource planning | other studies with regard to urban disaster prevention
Lee Byoungjae Associate Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Urban Disaster Prevention & Water Resource Research Center, Kim Changhyun Research Fellow, Han Woosuk Associate Research Fellow, Lee Sangeun Associate Research Fellow, Jo Manseok Associate Research Fellow

Smart & Green City Research Center
smart & green city planning and policy | other studies with regard to smart & green city
Lee Jaeryong Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Smart & Green City Research Center, Kim Seongsoo Research Fellow, Lee Bumhyun Associate Research Fellow, Park Jongsoo Associate Research Fellow, Lee Sungwoon Associate Research Fellow, Lee Jungchan Associate Research Fellow
• Complementary Utilization of Disaster-related Districts and Regions for Disaster Preventive Urban Planning
• Development of the Urban Flooding Risk Prevention System(I)
• Enhancing Public Sector Cooperation for Regeneration of Vacant or Underutilized Urban Public Property
• Future Prospects and Strategies for Megacity Regions
• Land use Regulation for Clustering Unplanned Estates in Non-Urban Area
• A Study on Construction and Application Approaches of Smart City Maturity and Potential Diagnostic Models
• Urban Planning and Development Practices in North Korea: Urban Consequences of Informal Market
• Urban Shrinkage in Korea: Current Status and Policy Implications
The Housing & Land Research Division conducts national-level policy research to respond the demands of policy makers and to lead the development of housing and land policy. The main research areas include real estate market analysis, formulation of real estate policies, analysis of policy effects, establishment of a comprehensive housing plan, national housing survey, evaluation of housing welfare policies, development and evaluation of land use system, management and development of land policies, evaluation of construction economy, public and private investment, and establishment of related laws and institutions.

**Housing Policy Research Center**
- national housing policy | housing supply and demand | residential conditions | housing welfare policy | other studies with regard to housing policy

Kang Mina Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Housing Policy Research Center, Director of the Housing & Land Research Division
Kim Geunyong Senior Research Fellow, Kim Hyeoseung Senior Research Fellow, Chun Hyeonsook Senior Research Fellow,
Park Miseon Associate Research Fellow, Lee Yunsang Associate Research Fellow, Lee Jaechoon Associate Research Fellow

**Real Estate Market Research Center**
- real estate market model development and trend analysis | real estate finance and tax | real estate policy development and effectiveness | other studies with regard to real estate market

Byeon Sehil Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Real Estate Market Research Center, Lee Soowook Senior Research Fellow, Park Chungyu Research Fellow, Jeon Sungie Associate Research Fellow, I Taly Associate Research Fellow

**Land Policy Research Center**
- national land policy | land development, planning and use | other studies with regard to land policy

Kim Seungjong Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Land Policy Research Center, Choi Soo Research Fellow,
Lee Hyungchan Research Fellow, Song Haseung Associate Research Fellow, An Seungman Associate Research Fellow,
Choi Myungshik Associate Research Fellow

**Construction Economics Research Center**
- construction industrial and economic policy | construction market analysis and policy | public and private investment | other studies with regard to construction economy

Kim Minchul Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Construction Economics Research Center, Kim Sungill Senior Research Fellow,
Yoon Heejung Research Fellow, Lee Seungbok Research Fellow, Jo Jincheol Research Fellow,
Ahn Jongwuk Associate Research Fellow, Cho Junghoo Assistant Research Fellow
• Housing Policy Reflecting Characteristics of Housing Consumption Regarding the Life-cycle Stage
• Improvement Measures for the Construction Industry User in Response to the Changes in the Construction Market
• A Study on the Consolidation of the Policy for Korean Real Estate Market(I): A Study on the Establishment and Application of the Information System for the Korean Commercial Real Estate Market
• A Study on Housing Policy Based on Low-income Renters’ Spatial Analysis
• A Study on Organizing System for Planning Gains
The National Infrastructure Research Division aims to guide transportation infrastructure policies that are responsive to the challenges of climate change and global competition. It spearheads the formulation of key transportation policies and plans at the national, regional and city levels, including the national road and railroad network plans, metropolitan transportation policies, national logistics policies and plans, and green transportation policies that promote public transportation.

Major research areas include the formulation of transportation policies to support national and regional development; medium- and long-term investment plans focusing on intermodal transportation systems; transportation corridor development considering the spatial structure of the national territory; primary road and railroad network planning; international logistics and transportation planning related to the development of the Korean Peninsula and Northeast Asia; green logistics policies; and standardization of intelligent transport systems (ITS).

**Infrastructure Policy Research Center**

National infrastructure policy | Integrated land use and transportation planning | Public and green transportation | Railroad network and Logistics | Other infrastructure related studies

Kim Jonghak Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Infrastructure Policy Research Center, Lee Sangkeon Senior Research Fellow, Kim Hojeung Senior Research Fellow, Kim Heungsuk Research Fellow, Lim Youngtae Research Fellow, Choi Jaesung Associate Research Fellow

**Road Policy Research Center**

National road policy | Road project planning and evaluation | Comprehensive provincial road planning and evaluation | Other road policies related studies

Ko Yongseok Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Road Policy Research Center, Yi Choonyong Senior Research Fellow, Kim Joonki Research Fellow, Yoon Seoyoun Associate Research Fellow, Yook Donghyung Associate Research Fellow, Kim Sangrok Assistant Research Fellow, Baek Jeonghan Assistant Research Fellow

**Smart Infrastructure Research Center**

Intelligent transport systems | Big data and information analysis for transportation | Other smart infrastructure related studies

Lee Backjin Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Smart Infrastructure Research Center, Director of the National Infrastructure Research Division, Oh Sungho Research Fellow, Kim Kwangho Associate Research Fellow, Park Jongil Associate Research Fellow, Yoon Taekwan Associate Research Fellow
• A Study on Changes in Spatial Use of the Territory after Opening of Honam KTX
• A Study on Complementing Travel Demand Estimation Methodology by Integrated Use of Big Data from Multiple Sources
• A Study on Strategic Management of Advanced Highway Infrastructure to Prepare for the Era of Automated Driving
• A Study on Transport Inclusion Index to Reduce Social Exclusion and Its Application
The Geospatial Information Research Division investigates methods, technologies, and policies through which geospatial information of the Korea territory can be produced, analyzed, and utilized in an efficient manner.

Major research areas of this division are the policies of national spatial data infrastructures (NSDI), strategies for the development of local geospatial information systems, medium- and long-term plans for the national geospatial information system, and analysis of geospatial information industries and market changes. The Division is also pursuing the development or improvement of methods for collecting, producing, and analyzing geospatial information, fusion of ICT technologies with geospatial information, techniques for geospatial analysis and modeling, remote sensing methods, the Korea Planning Support System (KOPSS), spatial big data, and dynamic temporal spatial data system.

**National Spatial Data Infrastructure Research Center**

- national geospatial information infrastructure policies | geospatial information policies of local governments | policies of intelligent geospatial services | other policy studies of geospatial information

- Im Eunsun Research Fellow, Managing Director of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure Research Center, Director of the Geospatial Information Research Division, Sakong Hosang Senior Research Fellow, Park Jongtaek Research Fellow,
- Kim Mijong Research Fellow, Kang Haekyong Research Fellow, Cho Chunman Associate Research Fellow,
- Sung Hyejung Associate Research Fellow, Lim Yongho Assistant Research Fellow

**Geospatial Analytics Center**

- analysis and convergence of geospatial information | Korea Planning Support Systems (KOPSS) | Spatial big data, satellite and remote sensing technologies | other studies of geospatial information analysis

- Lee Youngjoo Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Geospatial Analytics Center, Chung Moonsub Research Fellow,
- Kim Daejong Research Fellow, Seo Kihwan Associate Research Fellow, Hwang Myunghwa Associate Research Fellow,
- Oh Changwha Assistant Research Fellow
Research Performance

- A Study on Applications of Flow Big Data to Regional Economic Policies
- A Study on Building and Utilization of Spatial Knowledge Platform for Collaborative Policy Making Research
- A Study on Policy Directions of Geospatial Information in a Hyper-connected Society
KRIHS has strengthened its efforts to share Korea’s knowledge and successful experience in national territorial development with developing and emerging countries. Having established the Global Development Partnership Center (GDPC) in 2010, we aim to contribute to shared prosperity of the world through education, research, consulting, and planning.
The Global Development Partnership Center provides education, consulting, and planning support to developing countries based on KRIHS’s 39 years of experiences and know-how in national territorial development. To offer more effective support, the center works closely with international agencies such as the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank. It is expanding the partnership in academic and policy exchanges to prestigious international research institutes and universities. Through its global network, the center continues to enhance its capacity for international collaboration.

Its education programs aim to share knowledge, information, and experience with public officials from developing countries. Consulting for developing countries is also provided to central or local governments in developing nations, and is focused on policies and plans for urban development, housing, and infrastructure. Furthermore, the center holds the Global Development Partnership Forum every month with domestic and foreign experts in overseas development and cooperation, serving as a bridge between the government and private enterprises.

**RESEARCH STAFF**

Chung Jinkyu Senior Research Fellow, Managing Director of the Global Development Partnership Center,
Chung Ilho Senior Research Fellow, An Yehyun Associate Research Fellow, You Heeyoun Assistant Research Fellow,
Lee Soyoung Assistant Research Fellow
CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMS FOR OFFICIALS FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The Programs run by the GDPC are:
- research-based programs that combine training and consulting;
- customized to meet the specific needs of participants from developing countries;
- assessed of their effectiveness after they are completed;
- interactive, involving participants actively; and
- creating more effective educational materials reflecting the participants’ needs.

CONSULTING FOR GOVERNMENTS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Overseas consulting projects are designed to help central and local governments of developing countries establish plans and policies for the development of national territory, regions, cities, and transportation. KRIHS has made continued efforts to create a pool of experts and contents for consulting, and adopted step-by-step strategies to produce more beneficial results. Consulting projects include projects combining development consulting and research, in the form of the KRIHS knowledge sharing program and projects contracted by international entities, and projects combining policy consulting and short-term training on various themes designed to meet the specific needs of developing countries.
KRIHS is leading the way in creating a global knowledge network by forging close relationships with universities and research institutions. Through the networks, KRIHS has been able to exchange information and knowledge with experts all around the world and improving the quality of its research. KRIHS holds international seminars and conferences in cooperation with institutions of developed countries and international organizations, facilitating the global exchange of knowledge in national territorial research and policy. These events offer a forum for experts from various countries, including scholars and government officials, to share ideas on territorial development and policy and other issues. It has been participating in the World Bank’s Urbanization Knowledge Platform as a key partner, and successfully hosted the EAROPH 2012 World Congress in Korea. In addition, KRIHS has strengthened research cooperation with the OECD and the World Bank, and engaged in various global activities in close collaboration with the United Nations Development Programme, Inter-American Development Bank, Asian Development Bank, and KOICA.
ACADEMIC EXCHANGE

KRIHS holds international seminars and conferences in cooperation with institutions of developed countries and international organizations, facilitating the global exchange of knowledge in national territorial research and policy. During the events, experts from various countries, including scholars and government officials, come together to share ideas on issues such as territorial development and policy.

RECENT CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA BY KRIHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 18–19, 2017</td>
<td>2017 Korea-Russia Dialogue &amp; 2017 Korea-Russia Far East Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 15, 2016</td>
<td>4th IDB-KRIHS Annual Workshop: South Korea and LAC: Comparative Experiences on Planning and Big Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 13, 2016</td>
<td>5th World Bank-KRIHS Annual Workshop: Spatial and Big Data Application to Planning and Policy Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 7, 2016</td>
<td>International Conference on Global Smart Cities, ICGSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2, 2016</td>
<td>International Conference on Geospatial Information Science, ICGIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23–28, 2016</td>
<td>2016 KRIHS-IDB Urban Development Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 24, 2015</td>
<td>Vision for the ‘Nothen Area’ and Korean Peninsula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 16, 2015</td>
<td>KRIHS-Columbia University Joint Workshop for Urban Regeneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 9, 2014</td>
<td>International Forum on Sustainable Development in Guangzhou City of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 28–May 1, 2014</td>
<td>Global Lab on Metropolitan Strategic Planning: Seoul Global Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 7, 2013</td>
<td>SCAG-KRIHS Joint Workshop ‘Sustainable City Development’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 25–26, 2013</td>
<td>Cultural Strategies and Urban Regeneration: Policy Innovations from the Grassroots in East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 18, 2013</td>
<td>WB-KRIHS Joint Workshop to Promote the City Development Cooperation in Asia Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May. 13, 2013</td>
<td>2013 Korea-China International Seminar on National Territorial Policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 16–19, 2012</td>
<td>WB-KRIHS UKP South Asia Regional Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 11–12, 2012</td>
<td>OECD, TEK 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 12, 2012</td>
<td>The 1st KRIHS-WB Regular Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 29, 2012</td>
<td>OECD-KRIHS Seminar on Urban Regeneration &amp; Compact City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May. 22, 2012</td>
<td>The Seminar on Land Policy of China and Korea in 2012: Policies and Tasks for the Balanced Development of the National Territory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KRIHS intends to build a sound research community in which the members can enjoy their work and feel a sense of achievement. In this community, the visions of KRIHS will be realized and quality research outcomes will be produced through the active participation and cooperation of its members.
People-Oriented Organizational Culture

Based on the four core values of KRIHS - participation, respect, positive attitude, and sharing - we are making concerted efforts to build a sound research community.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY WORKPLACE

KRIHS makes efforts to become a family-friendly workplace. We communicate with the families of employees by sharing news and events of KRIHS, and hold various events where the employees and families can gather together and get to know each other better.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE COMMUNITY

As a public sector research institute, KRIHS tries to fulfill its social responsibilities in a variety of ways. KRIHS has been engaged in voluntary services in the local community. With its continuous participation in voluntary works, KRIHS won the governance award at the 18th National Volunteer Service Festival.

BOOK CLUB

At KRIHS, book club meetings are held frequently - more than 50 times a year. These meetings motivate the participants to read more books and further develop and share their ideas. They contribute to the creation of an inspiring atmosphere for the research community.
“LOVE OUR NATIONAL TERRITORY” WRITING
CONTEST FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

The annual Love Our National Territory Writing Contest for Elementary School Students is intended to help young students appreciate the importance of the national territory and environmental preservation. The prize-winning essays are published every year in a book.
Schools that win the team prize are given the chance to participate in the cross-country excursion tour, a program aimed at helping young students learn more about the nation’s territory.

THE “NATIONAL TERRITORY OLYMPIAD”

The National Territory Olympiad for middle school students has been held since June of 2011. It intends to help students develop systematic thinking, creativity, and a sense of attachment to the nation through the study of the national territory.

THE “NATIONAL GEOGRAPHY OLYMPIAD”

The National Geography Olympiad for high school students began in 2000 with an aim to popularize geography among the public. From a long-term perspective, it expects to serve as a means to nurture young talent who will have a better understanding of the international community and the ability to solve the problems facing Korea and the world.

KRIHS believes that effective communication with the younger generation is essential for sustainable development and management of our national territory. In an attempt to help the nation’s youth better understand and cherish the value of the national territory, KRIHS holds annual contests for elementary, middle, and high school students on the themes related to the national territory.
Publications

Space & Environment
Space & Environment, first published on April 30, 1993, is a quarterly English magazine intended to disseminate research outputs and international activities of KRIHS.

KRIHS Special Report Series
KRIHS Special Report Series, an English digest of KRIHS research reports, is intended to help interested scholars and policy makers outside Korea better understand key urban and regional issues in Korea.

The Korea Spatial Planning Review
The Korea Spatial Planning Review, published quarterly in Korean, features academic papers by scholars and professionals in related fields as well as by KRIHS research staff.

Planning and Policy
Planning and Policy, published monthly in Korean, contains articles and up-to-date information on spatial planning.

National Territorial Policy Brief
National Territorial Policy Brief, published weekly in Korean, offers a brief report that helps establish government policies. The report contains policy suggestions and measures as well as the background of the policies.
Eco-friendly papers and soy ink, certified by Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), were used to print this brochure.